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Mystic Microsoft: A Journey of Transformation in the Halls of High TechnologyKraig Brockschmidt, 2007
Where do you go to grow spiritually? A church? A monastery? India? Tibet? What about the heart of corporate multinationalism? Mystic Microsoft demonstrates that with sincerity and self-offering, God can (and will) guide one's inner growth in any setting, not just formal religious channels. Here, one of Microsoft's most visible technology experts...
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Foundations of 3D Graphics Programming: Using JOGL and Java3DSpringer, 2008
"A good, concise computer graphics textbook covering 3D concepts, essential fundamentals theory, and easy-to-follow OpenGL practical programming in Java."
Dr. Jack Bresenham, Retired IBM Senior Technical Staff Member

Increasingly in the realms of science and industry,...
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Hybrid Vehicles: and the Future of Personal TransportationCRC Press, 2008
Uncover the Technology behind Hybrids and Make an Intelligent Decision When Purchasing Your Next Vehicle
With one billion cars expected to be on the roads of the world in the near future, the potential for war over oil and the negative environmental effects of emissions will be greater than ever before. Now is the time...
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3ds Max Modeling for Games, Second Edition: Insider's Guide to Game Character, Vehicle, and Environment Modeling: Volume IFocal Press, 2011

	After meeting so many readers of the original book on the forum that supports
	this book (www.3D-For-Games.com/forum), as well as a lot of them in person,
	we came to the decision that a bit of an update to 3ds Max Modeling for Games
	was in order. Not only had the software moved on but so had the expectations
	from employers looking to...
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Geographic Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery, Second EditionCRC Press, 2009

	Similar to many research and application fields, geography has moved from a datapoor and computation-poor to a data-rich and computation-rich environment. The scope, coverage, and volume of digital geographic datasets are growing rapidly. Public and private sector agencies are creating, processing, and disseminating digital data on land use,...
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Chebyshev PolynomialsCRC Press, 2002
Chebyshev polynomials crop up in virtually every area of numerical analysis, and they hold particular importance in recent advances in subjects such as orthogonal polynomials, polynomial approximation, numerical integration, and spectral methods. Yet no book dedicated to Chebyshev polynomials has been published since 1990, and even that work...
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3D Game Programming All in OneCourse Technology PTR, 2004

	Get ready for an amazing journey into the world of game development! 3D Game Programming All in One is your one-stop tour guide into this new world. If you believe that you can create games that are as cool as—or cooler than—the ones you’ve been playing, now’s your chance to prove it. This book will give you...
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Lightwave 3D 8 Cartoon Character Creation, Volume 2: Rigging & Animation (Wordware Game and Graphics Library)Wordware Publishing, 2004
Creating characters is one of the most rewarding aspects of 3D animation.
Seeing a character that started out as a 2D concept drawing come to life
through animation is a real joy.

Ever since I can remember, I’ve been fascinated by animation. While
other kids wanted to be firemen or astronauts, my greatest dream was...
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Programming in the OSEK/VDX Environment (With CD-ROM)CMP Books, 2001
In May 1993, several German automotive manufacturers — BMW, Bosch, Daimler-Chrysler, Opel, Siemens, VW — agreed to collaborate on the specification for a common, real-time distributed operating system tailored for automotive applications. The project was coordinated by the University of Karlsruhe in Germany and was to be called...
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Blogging Heroes: Interviews with 30 of the World's Top BloggersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Among more than 102,000,000 blogs, a few stand out as influential, ground-breaking, and singularly successful. These thirty bloggers, who write about everything from business trends to parenting, have been featured in Wired magazine, Popular Science, and on CNN, NPR, MSNBC, and 20/20. In one-on-one conversations with...
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Matlab, Second Edition: A Practical Introduction to Programming and Problem SolvingButterworth-Heinemann, 2011

	The purpose of this book is to teach fundamentals of programming concepts and
	skills needed for basic problem solving, all using MATLABW as the vehicle.
	MATLAB is a powerful software package that has built-in functions to accomplish
	a diverse range of tasks, from mathematical operations to three-dimensional
	imaging. Additionally,...
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Learn Programming with Flash MXApress, 2003
Learn Programming with Flash MX, a book for absolute beginners, covers  the fundamental programming principles and skills that every programmer needs to  master to create well-structured and efficient code that lives up to  professional standards.

This book employs a truly unique classroom-based approach to learning, with  the...
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